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1. Introduction 
This paper dea]s with the TAYLon coefficients of functions that are regular in- 
side the unit circle C and have only one singularity on C. Much of i ts  motivation 
COmes from the following lemma of GAll,:n 113, pp. 327, 3281]: 
I[ /or some a > 0 the /unction /(z) - -  ~,an z" is regular and bounded in the disc 
I z + a I < ~. + ,~, th~,n % = O ( n - ' / ' 3 .  
We shall apply the term (kAUCn region to any open region which contains the 
unit disc [z [ < a and whose bounda~3' does riot"meet the unit circle C except at 
z ~ 1. ]n particular, if a GAIER region is one of the circular discs in the lemma 
above, we shall call it a GmER disc. 
In w 2, we show that GreEn's lcmma cannot be improved, in the sense that the 
O cannot be replaced 1)y o, and we state our Theorem 2, of which GxIr:a's lcmma is 
a Special case. Three sections are devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
While Theorem 2 provides bounds for individual TAw~on coefficients of functions 
satisfying certain restrictions in a GAlEn disc, Theorem 3 (w 6) gives a bound on the 
sunl of the moduli of coefficients in certain blocks of coefficients. On the one hand, 
this bound cannot be deduced from Theorem 2; on the other hand, certain results 
of F~.~r ~ show that the bound is the best possible. 
w 7 uses the technique of w 6 to obtain a theorem on the series S n  ] a ,  [z; w 8 deals 
With the convergence of X a ,  and with the uniform convergence on the unit circle 
of 2~ a z'; and w 9 is devoted to a partial analogue of Theorem 2 for GAIER regions 
other than GAlEn discs. 
2. On (~al~a's lemma 
Since (h~En's lemma is proved by means of the equation 
l f f(z) dz 
a n  = 2 z i  z n 4 1  ' 
I' 
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where / ' i s  a suitable contour, it is reasonably regarded as ~ generalization of CAccnv's 
inequality ]a n I X  M on the TAYLOR coefficients of a bounded function. Since 
CAuc•u inequality can bc sharpened (for large n) to the relation a, ~ o(1) by 
GUTZMER'S relation 
,=o = 2:r I /(re i<'~) d O ,  
the question arises whether GAIEn's lemma can be improved in the same way. If 
the hypotheses are slightly strengthened, this is indeed the case: in a private communi- 
cation, GAInn has pointed out that  i f / (z)  is continuous in the closure of a GXlWa disc, 
then a,  = o(n-~/2). But GUTZMEn'S proof of his theordm [5] is based on the relation1 
cos ( O - + - ~ ) - ~ - - c o s  O; and the customary modern proof of his theorem relies 
heavily on the fact that  the set of functions {z ~} (n ~--0, 1, 2, . . . )  form an orthogonal 
set on C. in the case of GAlEn'S lemma, the trigonometric relation cannot be used, 
and the functions (z '}  do not form an orthogonal set on GAi~a's contour; therefore 
the following result should not come as a surprise. 
Theorem 1. There exists a /unction / ( z ) - - X a ,  z', regular and bounded in a 
GxIF.n disc , /or  which lira sup(la , In ~j2) > 0. 
To prove this theorem, we show first that for any fixed number b(0 <b <:l)  
the function 
g(z) = ~ ( - -1)  ~ z~; 
i=o 
is bounded in the disc I z - -  b I < 1 - - b, provided the sequence of positive integers 
m s increases fast enough. 
We denote by C b the circle I z - -  b [ = 1 - -  b, and we choose a sequence {ei} 
with e i > C and X ~ < co. The integers m o and m~ can be chosen arbitrarily. There 
then exists an open arc -4 0 on Q ,  containing the point z = 1, and such that  
on A,. We choose m2 and m 3 large enough so that  
on the complement of A o relative to C b. The arc A o has an open subarc A 1, con- 
taining z ~- ], such that 
on A~. We choose m 4 and m 5 large enough so that  
on the complement of A v If the construction is continued in this manner, then 
] ] 
I < 2 +  2 
'= i=0 
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on ~ and consequently g(z) is bounded inside of C~, 
We turn now to the function 
j=o \- 2- / ~=o 
It my --+ ~ fast e~ough, ](z) is bounded in the GxI~n disc I z + 1/2 I < 3/2, Also, 
a slight COmputation shows that  i~ mj -> ~ fast, enough, then 
f,r n ~ [m/2], : =_ 0, 1, 2, . , . .  This proves the theorem. 
The following theorem differs from GAlen's lemma in that it replaces the bounded- 
hess of ](z) by the boundednoss of (l---z) k t(z), where k is a real constant. 
Theorem 2. Let ](z) -~ X a n z" be regular in some C~xlrrt disc I z -~- a l < ] + a ,  
and let k be a real number such that ( l - - z )  ~ ](z) is bounded in this disc. Then 
a. = o(n k-') ,:/~ > 1,  
a~ = O(log n) i/ k = I ,  
a~ = O(d k-~:~) i / ~  < 1. 
In this estimate, the 0 cannot generally be replaced by o; the replacement is p~rmissible 
i[ k ~ l and ( l - - z )  k/(z) approaches a limit whenever z ~ 1 ]rom the interior el the 
GAmma disc. 
a. The ease k > 1 
Here the estimate is well known. I t  can be obtailled from C.,uc~Y's formula 
by integration along the circle / z I = 1 - -  1/n. That the O cannot be replaced by 
o ~s seen from the example/(z) - -  ( l - - z )  -~. It is noteworthy that, in the case k > 1, 
the hypothesis that  ( l - -z )  ~ [(z) is regular in a GxI~u disc and continuous on the 
ClOSure of this disc does not yield a better estimate on a n than does the hypothesis 
that ( l _z )k  ](z) is regular and bounded in the unit disc. 
4. The ease k := 1 
1~" Again, integration along the circle { z I = 1 - -  1/n gives the estimate a n = O(logn). 
or a precise discussion of the situation where ( l - - z ) / ( z )  is merely assumed to be 
regular and bounded in the unit disc, the reader is referred to N r ~ r ~  [~]. Here we 
SMll only show that 
i) % ~_ o(log , )  if ( l - - z )  ](z) is regular and bounded in the unit disc and ap- 
PrOaChes a limit as z -~ 1 from the interior of the unit disc; 
it) regularity and boundedness of ( l - - z )  ](z) i~1 a GAIEa disc does not imply 
that a, =~ o(log n). 
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To prove the first of these prot)ositions, suppose tha t  ( l - - z ) / ( z )  is regular and 
bounded  in I z l  < 1, and t ha t  lira ( l - - z ) / ( z )  - A. Then 
z -,1 
A (P(z) 
. . . . .  
where q~(z) is bounded in I z I < I and q~(z) -> 0 as z --> 1 in the unit  disc. The 
TAYLOR coefficients of A/(1- -z )  are all equal to A and cause no trouble. Let  
r 
= ~,  b, z" 
l - - - z  
Then 
1 f r I 
i ;  
where 1~ is the contour  [ z ] = 1 - -  1In. Since the value of [z 1" ' '  on I '  a approaches 
J/e as n ~ oo, it suffices to prove tha t  
f ~ (z)]]dzi - ~ o ( l o g n )  
r.  
and geometrical  considerations reduce the problem to the task of showing that ,  
with z = ( 1 - - ] / n )  eit'> , 
~ qs(z) ~ o(Iog n ) .  d O  
1/02 + n - "  
Now, if 0 < O n g ~ and M .  = max  [ r [ for z = ( l - - l / n )  e iO, ---On g 0 ~ 0 . ,  
t h en  
~n On 
f Iq)(z)ido ~ 2 M .  / do i/o' + ,i = 2 Mo log Oo + 1" + 1  ) 
O n 0 
< 2 M .  log(l + 2 n  0.) g 2 M.  log(] + 2 a n ) .  
On the other hand, 
2n - On 
jq)(z) eo  < 2 M j o = 2 M l o g  (x/O.) ,  
)/02 + n -2 - -  
tO n O n 
where M is a bound for I (P(z) l in I z [ < ;I. If we choose O.  = l / log n, then M.  -+ 0, 
and it follows tha t  b. -- o(log n). 
To prove  tha t  regulari ty and boundedness of ( l - - z )  /(z) in a Gxi~a disc does 
not imply tha t  a . - ~  o(log n), we use the polynomials 
P. (z) = I z z"- t z ~ z" + ) z~. - 1 
~,. - J - ) *  ..... 1 + " ' "  q'-" 1 " 1 - -  2 - - ' " - -  n 
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F~JkR [2, pp. 74--76] proved that on the unit circle C these polynomials have a 
bound which is independent of n. We believe that the following new proof of this 
proposition is of interest because of its simple and elementary characte, r. 
At z .= e io, the sum of the 2 r middle terms of P . ( z )  has modulus 
J=, .,7 -<_ I o I - 
Also, by ABV:L's summation, the sum of tim first n -  r terols is 
" n--r--I n--1 n--j--] z n-j 1 1 
j : . : r q  , "} ~" r - ~  ] Z h - -  E j ( j  ~-  1.) Z Zh ' 
h = O  j - r + l  h - [ I  
a~ld, for 0 < [ O [ ~ ~r, this has modulus less than 2 J r / ( r + ] )  I O I- 
of the last n - -  r terms has the same bound, and therefore 
The modulus 
4:r~, 
[Pn(ea'))[ ~ 2 r [ O  I-~ (r+l) iOf 
for 0 < ] O l = < = "  
We now write 
- - -  ;~/z~ ~ 2 n :  Zrt:J Ztt ~ t n ~ 
- -  u + n -  1 -}- " " - b  I - -  l -- 
and we f o r m  the f u n c t i o n  
()  . i  z . 
i -  ! 
The choice r = rain(n, [~/) OI]) then gives the desired result. 
7n a { 2tt -~ Z2a,~ 
We assume that the sequence {n~} is chosen in su(',h a way that 2 nl! < n ~  for 
i ~ 1, 2 . . . . .  Since the TAYLOR series of F(z) has infinitely many terms with co- 
efficient one, F ( z )  is not bounded in { z [ < 1. However, it follows from considerations 
similar to those in w 2 that  F ( z )  is bounded in the disc z - -  3/4 I < 3/4, provided 
•i ~ oO fast enough. 
Let 
G~z)=F(Z + l) =- ~ 
" n = ( }  
Thel~ O(z) is bounded in the G-mER disc ] z -f- 1/2 J < 3/2. On the other hand, it 
is easily verified tliat, if n i ~ ~ fast enough, 
[ni~/2] 
b i > ~ log ni - O(ni-~) ,  
j -0 
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where the second term on the right-hand side is obtained by a slight modificatio~ 
of Problem 145 of P6LYX and Szv.G5 [10, vol. I, pp. 66 and 230]. It follows that,  if 
G(z) 
- -  ~ ,  z ~ ] ( z )  - -  1 - - z -  - -  a n  ' 
then ( l - -z ) / (z )  is bounded in a Gm~:R disc, while %/log n remains greater than a 
positive constant for n == [n~/2]. 
5. The case k < 1 
In proving that % = O(n(k-~)/z), we shall essentially follow C~mm~ and estimate a, 
by C~ucuY's formula, with the contour of integration composed of the arc 
1': z - -  (1 + c i q:'~) e i'1' - -  ~ < O~ < 
where c 1 is a positive constant small enough so that  the curve F lies in the GAlEn 
disc [z + a I < I + a ,  except for the point z = 1. (A moment's consideration 
shows that  this path of integration is permissible even when 0 < k < 1.) Then 
f(z) dz < c~ 2 ~ 1 ~ . 1 -  = 1 +  j + c t r  eq) 
0 
dq5 = ca(eln)(k_l)/2 uk(1 + u2/'~) ' . 
< ca tk(1 + c~ q)'~)" 
0 0 
Now, when u > 0 and p is a positive integer, 
any choice of p greater than (1--k)/2 shows, that  the last integral has a bound inde- 
pendent of n, and it follows that  a, - -  O(n(a-~)/2). 
if the function ( l - -z )  a/(z) is not only hounded in a Gm~n disc but is continuous 
in the closure of a GAI~R disc., then 
A ~b(z) 
/ ( z )  = (1 _ ~ ) k  + (1 L ~ ? '  
where r is bounded in the Gmr, n disc and q~(z) -~ 0, as z -~ 1. The contribution 
to a, from the n-th TAYLOR coefficient of the first function on the right is O(n ~-~) 
o(nck-~ The contribution from the second term on the right can be treated much 
~s in the discussion of the case k = 1 (see w 4); we'omit the details. 
We will now show that  for every k < 1 there exists a function ] ( z ) =  X a ,  z" 
such that  ( l - - z )  k/(z) is regular and bounded in the GreEn disc [z + 3/2 ] < 3[2, 
and such that  lira sup (I a, In  (~-k)12) > O. 
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For any fixed k, we choose all integer h such that h -b k > 0. We begin with 
the function 
a(z) = g(z, p,),  
I = i  
where {p~) is an increasing sequence of positive integers and 
g(z, p) --= p~ z~'~(1--zV) ~ . 
We choose a positive constant c a small enough so that the curve 
K: z = ( 1 - - c 4 r  i'~', --~--<r : 
encloses the disc I z - -  ]/4 I < 3/4. On K, 
Also on I~, 
[ 1 ~ zp I ~ I 1 - -  ( i  - -  c ~ r  p eiPa' I 
- -  I [1 - -  (1 - -  c4 (p2),]2 + 4 (1 - - c4  r  sin2 p c  pr-' 
- i  
8illce 1 ~ x ~ <~ p (1 - -x )  for 0 ~< x ~< 1, the first term in the braces is not greater 
than (c:p~5~)2 and i t  follows that l l - - z  r I ~ c a l p  q) I. Therefore, for z on K, 
and since h + k > 0, this has an upper bomld independent of p and ~. Moreover, 
( l ~ z )  k ff(z,p) -+ 0, as z -+ 1 along K;  and on any closed arc of K that does not pass 
through z ~ :1, the function ( l - - z )  k g(z, p) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing 
the integer p sufficiently large. It  follows that we can apply the method used in the 
Proof of Theorem 1 to choose the sequence {pi} in such a way that ( l - - z )  k G(z) 
is regular and bounded in the interior of K. 
Finally, we consider the function 
E n . z + l  / ( z ) :  a n z  : G  Z 1 g 2 ' " 
rt=O "= 
From ~ discussion of G(z) it follows that ( l - - z )  k l(z) is regular and bounded in 
the GAlen disc l z -}- 1/2 ! < 3/2. It remains only to examine the coefficients a,. 
[ z + l  ) The coefficient of z p' in the polynomial g[---2--' p is 
P~2-2P' (--i) ~ 2 -~v 2P2 AP ---- pk2-~ 1 - -  ~=iZ ,=i// 2P"~+ 2rJ" 
Each product in the last expression is of the form 
H 1 ep' : 2r ' 
r = l  
and its logarithm approaches - -  ~2/4 as p -+ oo. 
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It follows that  the e.ocfficient of zP~ in g ( Z ~ . i , p ) i s  asymptotiea,ly equal to 
, t = 0  
Since e ~/4 is a transcendental immber, the sum in the last expression is different 
from zero. Nowlet n = p~. Because the eontrihutimls to a, f romthe terms g 2 ' PJ 
are zero for ] < i and o(p~- 1) for ] > i, provided P1 -+ oo fast enough, it follows that,  
as n ~ m through the values p~, 
where fi is a constant different from zero. ']'his eoncludes tile proof of Theorem 2. 
6. On blocks of terms f rom the series --~" [aj[ 
We now turn our attention from individual coefficients to sums of the form 
2n 
s .=  F la /. 
j--n 
If ](z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, then 
S , - - O ( n  k) if k > l ,  
s  if k - -  1,  
S. ~- O(n (k+~/~) if 1~ < 1 .  
For the ease k > 1, this estimate cannot be improved, as is shown by the example 
/(z) = (1 - z) -k. The following theorem improves the estimate for the remaining 
values of /c. 
Theorem 3. I / l ( z )  saris/lea the condition ot Theorem 2, then 
s .  = O(n k) i l k  > 112, 
= o(P  log it  k = 112 ,  
S,  = O(n k/=+~'4) il  ]~ < 1 /2 ;  
if k =4= 1/2 the 0 in this estimate cannot be replaced by o. 
In the proof we will need the following auxiliary result. 
Lemma.  Let /(z) : X ai zi be regular in l z[ < ] , and let m be a non-negative 
integer such that 
t i l t  '") (~) I ~ I d= I < '~= , n ---- 2, a, . . . ,  
where [' ,  is the circle I z [ =  1 -  1In. Then 
~a ~ C n ( : t -2m+l) /2  l 
where c depends only on m and on ~. 
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By Guvz.~tr:n's relation (sec w 2), the hypothesis of the lemma implies that (with 
~ ( 1 - : t l ~ )  ~")  
.% [ j ( i - 1 ) . . .  ( j - .  ~,,§ 1)I.,~ I1 = (:t -.- ~ Y~* ~ 
But f~r )" ~ 2 n, 
where c~ is independent of n; also, for ~ > m, 
where c~ > 0. 
> c t > 0 ,  
i ( j - - 1 )  . . ,  ( i - - m + : t )  > c~) ~ , 
Therefore, the last inequality implies that 
2n 2n 
j , - n  .,, :-,n 
and the ]emma follows. 
We now begin with the proof of the theorem for the case k > 1/2. Here we will 
rise our lemma with m ~ O. To estimate I ](z) i a,t the point z = (1 - -  l /n) e i~ we 
apply CAuc~v's formula, with the circular contour I ~ - - z l ~  1/2n. On this con- 
tour, 11 - -  ~ I > ~:4 (I O l + n-~); therelore, !/(el ( < c~ (] O1 q- n-~)-k; and con- 
sequenfly 
yt 
l '  0 
The desired estimate now follows from the lemma. That the O cannot be replaced 
by o is seen at once from the example/ (z)  = ( l - - z )  -~. 
The case k -~ l/2 is treated in the same way. The only difference is this, that  
f I/(z)I :~ l a z / <  2c 5 f (O-F n-l) - '  dO < c~ log n.  
1' n o 
A slight modification in the computations in the proG of the lemma gives the estimnte 
We point out that in the case where k ~ 1/2, we have only used the fact that 
(l~-z)a [(z) is bounded in the unit circle, rather than in a GAu,;a disc. 
For k < 1/2, we apply our lemma, with the integer m chosen in such a way that  
2 m -F k - -  ]/2 > 0. To estimate I fz>(z) I at ,the point z = ( l - - l / n )  e u'), we use the 
circle 
I~-zl--ll2n if iO)=<-<<n -~l'z, 
and the ('Jrele 
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here c s denotes a positive constant small enough so that (1--$)  k 1(r is regular and 
bounded inside of the curve ~ = ( 1 +  c s r i,t, e , - - ~ r ~  q ~ g z .  
We observe that in either case the relations 
c9(J OJ + n  -1) <11- -r  <%(I O l+n-~) 
hold on the circle associated with the point z = (1-1 In)  e iO. It follows that, for 
t O l < ~ - ' I  ~ , 
l f~' (~)  I < q~ "" (I O I + n- ' )  -~ , 
and 
n-112 
f I 1(") 12 dO < C12 T/, 2m4 k--lt2 
_a-l /21 
Similarly, for n -~te < ] O] < ~ ,  
0 -zm I/(m~(z) l < ~ (1 o I + ~-~)-~ 
since {O[ < [ O [-{- n - '  < 2 1 O I ,  this leads to the estimates 
I fz ) (z )  I < ~14 J o I - ' ~ ' - k  , 
n--l/2 
f i lb2mlk--l[2 + J it(") I ~ dO < c~5 
- .u n--l/2 
and it follows from the lemma that S~ = O(nk/2+~/4). 
F~Jlin [1] (see also PEl~nO~ [8] and [9, w 5]) has shown that if /(z) - -  E a  n z" ~- 
(l__Z)-k ?la-~),  then as n ~ oe, while k is a fixed real number, 
a~ == i / ; e  n~'"-:'14 { sin [2 1/~--(P2 - -  43)~] + 0 [ ~ !  "~}" 
\ t& I 
Consequently, the O in the estimate above cannot be replaced by o. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4. I1 / (z )  = E a n z" satis]ies the condition o/Theorem 2, with k < --1/2, 
then E ja ,  J < oo. 
Again, FEJia 's  example shows that the theorem becomes false for k = - -1 /2 .  
7. On the series . ~  j [aj 12 
I f / (z)  satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2, with k < - -  1, then the conclusion 
of Theorem 2 implies that  ~ j I aj 12 < oo. Again this result can be improved by the 
J 
method of the preceding section. 
Theorem 5. I t / ( z )  = Z a n z" satis/ies the hypothe,vis o/Theorem 2, with k < --1/2,  
l 
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It suffices to deal with tile case - -  1 ~ k < - -  1/2, so that  we may apply the pro- 
cedure of w 6, with m ~- 1. The theorem then follows from the inequalities 
2.  2 .  
J = "  I ~ : n  1" n 
~nd the fact that  the integral in the last member is less than c~ n ~+a;~. 
If k - -  ]/2 the conclusion need not hold, as is easily seen from I~l,:, m~ s example. 
8. Convergence and uniform convergence on the unit circle 
Theorem 6. I~ ~ ( z ) ~ - Z a ~ z  i satistie~ the condition of Theorem2, with k < O, 
then X aj convergev. 
We apply Theorem 2 to the function 
f(~) _ ;(~ zi 
where s i ~ ao + aa + . . . .  -~- aj. Since (1--z)k+~g(z) is bounded in a GA~E~ disc, 
s, ~ O(nkt2), and the proof is complete. 
It follows from a theorem of G A l a  [:3, Zusatz, p. 331] that  mere continuity of 
[(z) ill the closure of a G~aEn disc does not imply convergence of S a  i. This is also 
seen from the following example: 
Let 
= F b,q.  
where the Q,i(z) are the functions constructed in w 4. If the sequence {hi} is chosen 
t~s in w 4, and if b i-~ 0, then Z b  i Q,i (z) converges uniformly in the disc [z - -  I/4 [ ~ 3/4 
and thus t~(z)is continuous in this disc. Hence the funct ion/ (z) -~  $ (  L+ 1 ) i s  con- 
tinuous in the disc I z q- 112 I ~ 3/2. Since, for n = [n~]2], 
}22 >c)b,  I log 
J =--0 
where c > 0, the partial sums of the series 2: a i are not even bounded if bi --> 0 
slovdy enough. 
We turn now to the problem of uniform convergence. If k < 1 and ( l - - z )  k ](z) 
is regular and bounded in a Gxi~a disc, the TAYLOa series S a, z" of [(z) converges 
uniformly on every ~rc of the unit circle that  does not contain the point z = ] ; 
this follows from Theorem 2 in conjunction with a well-known theorem of M.RIESZ 
[12] (see Lx~nxu [6, p. 73]). On the other hand, we know from Thee)rein 6 that  the 
TAYLOI~ series converges at the point z --  1 if k < 0, and from Theorem 4 that the 
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TXYLon series converges uniformly on the entire unit  circle if k < - - 1 / 2 .  The 
question remains as to whether  this last  s t a t emen t  can be extended to the case 
k < 0. The answer is in the aff i rmat ive.  
T h e o r e m  7. I [  / ( z )  = Z a ,  z" sat is f ies  the condit ion o/ Theorem 2, wi th  k < O, 
then Z a n z n converges u n i / o r m l y  on I z I ~ 1. 
By the preceding remarks ,  it suffices to assume tha t  - -  1/2 < k < 0 and  to prove  
uniform convergence of X a ,  e i": for 0 < I a 1 < z~/4. For  the sake of convenience,  
we shall restr ict  ourselves to the in terva l  0 < a < ~z/4; the proof for the in terva l  
- -  u /4  < cr < 0 is analogous. 
A s a t t h e b e g i n n i n g o f w  l e t l ~ b e t h e c u r v e z = ( l + c l q b 2 )  e i'l', - u < q ~ < = ~ r ;  
and let z o = e i:, 0 < a < 3z/4. We note first  t ha t  fo r / any  z o n / ' ,  
where c2 > 0. Hence we obtain,  for posit ive integral n and p, 
i ,+r  ] 1 f zo "t-I 1 - ( zdz )  v 
I' 
~t 
< I f(z) Idzl < c 3  ! q ) l - k , l q )  
- -  ~ . ,izl "+1 ' z - - z o  . (I +clq~2)'(q)'- '+ q ) - - ~  ) " 
Let  the par ts  of the last  integral t ha t  correspond to the intervals  - -  ~ G 6b < ~/2, 
~]2 < q~ < 2 ~, and 2 a < (/) < z~ be denoted b y  11, I s, and I a, respectively.  
In  11 we use the es t imate  q)~-4- I ( p -  ~ ] > ~ --  r > ] r ] ; in I a we use the  
es t imate  q52 _+_ I ~b _ a I > q) - -  ~ > q~/2. F rom these and  f rom the me thod  used 
in w 5 we get the inequal i ty  
11 = , /  ( 1 + e I ~ 2 ) "  < c4 nk/z" 
In  12, we use the es t imate  q52 § I ~b - -  ~ I ~ ~z/4 -]- [ r - -  a I and obtain 
2~t 
(2 a)- k f dq) 
a/2 
The integral  in the last  member  can be evalua ted  direct ly and is equal to 
log ~ + 2 + log ~' + 4 . . . . . . .  < - - c  5log~ < c  e~'~/2. 
~. o~ 
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I o < c 7 I + c~ ~ ~"/4 ~7 1 + ~1~ ~/4 < cs n~'~ 
(note that 0 < - - k / 4  ~ ]18, and that  therefore t -k /4 / ( l+c l  t/4) < M(k, cl) for 
t >  0). 
The preceding estimates lead to the inequality 
n F p  
/ = n i l  
and the proof is complete. 
9. Functions regular in GAIES regions 
We shall call a GAlEn region (see w 1) a GAlEn regicn o! order p(p > O) if it con- 
t~ins the interior of the curve 
~ ( r  = (] + ~ l ~ l ' ) e  '* , - ~ _ < r  
for some positive value of c. 
Theorem 8. Let ](z) ~ X a n z n be regular in some GxlEn re.qion of order p (p >~ 1), 
and le~ k be a real number (k < 1) s'~ch ~hat ( l - - z )  k t (z) is bounded in th~:s region. Then 
a n = O (n {k- "/P). 
Ttle proof proceeds as in w 5. 
r :  ~ - -  (.1 + ~, I r I ~) ~ " ,  
~nd we use the fact that 
2 ~ j % l = f (~)  
i 
1'  O 
We choose an appropriate curve 
I + c~ ~ v  J 
,=i 
< c 3  J @ ~ ( l + c l r  <c~ 
o 
We note that  if ( l - - z )  k l(z) is continuous in the closure of a GAlEn region of 
Order p, the O in the statement of Theorem 8 can be replaced by o. Moreover, for 
functions continuous in the closure of a GAlEn region of order 1, our result reduces 
to a theorem of M. Ri~sz [11] (see also LANDAU [6, p. 64]). For a similar result 
Closely related to :RIEsz's theorem, see Gxr~a [4, Theorems I and 2]. 
4* 
~2 1'. EnD6s, F. th.;1~zo{; and G. P1J~An1AN Ant:n. b[ATII. 
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